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JULIA L. VAN SAUN
JOINS NORDBY COMPANIES AS CONTROLLER
(Santa Rosa, Calif.) September 25, 2020 - The Nordby Companies, one of the North Bay
leaders in commercial construction, signature homes, and wine cave building, is pleased to
announce that Julia L. Van Saun has joined the team as Controller. Julia brings the highest
caliber of accounting experience to this new key role where she will help Nordby continue to
expand its position as an industry leader. "We are excited that we were able to find a
person of Julia's caliber in the market. We're looking forward to her expanding her role and
helping Nordby Companies continue to be an industry leader in the North Bay.", said Craig
Nordby, CEO, Nordby Companies. Julia will work closely with all day-to-day operations to
efficiently coordinate company finances and further strengthen Nordby’s reputation for fiscal
responsibility.
Julia brings over 10 years of accounting experience to the Nordby Companies, with her most
recent work focusing on construction, real estate, and hospitality clients. At Nordby, she will
direct and manage all financials in order to maximize client investment in construction of
their properties. In taking on this role Julia says, “I’m excited to join a company with an
outstanding reputation that is well known for quality in the construction industry. I look
forward to working with the team to contribute to Nordby’s continued growth.”
Before joining the Nordby Companies, Julia focused her career on public accounting. She
served as Audit Manager at WithumSmith+Brown, followed by her tenure as Assurance
Manager at Moss Adams for the past four years.

Founded in 1979, The Nordby Companies brings to every project over four decades of experience in commercial
construction throughout Northern California. Through our three divisions — Nordby Construction, Nordby Signature
Homes and Nordby Wine Caves — we provide an unparalleled range of expertise across a complementary spectrum
of project types, paired with a deep understanding of the wine country and surrounding regions. Led by an
executive team with deep skill sets in each of their respective areas, our three divisions provide best-in-class
construction services. A trusted advisor to clients throughout the wine country, we provide comprehensive
preconstruction and general contracting services, using our deep experience and network of subcontractors to
successfully guide the construction process for our valued clients. For more information, please visit our website.
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